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EUROPEAN NETWORK 
FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

AND HUMAN SERVICES 
ENITH 

Objectives of ENITH 

1. To exchange and to promote the exchange of ideas. proj
ects (successes or failures), problems and solutions, infor
mation and networkina. deacriptions of products and half
products in the field of information technology and 
Human/Social services. 
In this way to maximize European resources and to 
emphasize the human issues and considerations in devel
oping and applying lnformation Technology. 

2. To (help) organize events, courses, congresses, seminars. 
training (models) regarding this subject. 

3. To help develop a skilisbank (a databank of people with 
special skilis regarding this subject) and a software 
directory. 

4. To promote and facilitate research and evaluations 
(quality-labels) regarding IT-projects and IT-products 
(software). 

5. To facilitate the development of lnformation Technology 
within each country. respecting national differences. and to 
·energize' countries who are lagging bebind, for instanee by 
organizing in those countries a sort of mobile see-and-learn 
manifestation. 

6. To provide possibilities to access a lot of material in an 
eaay-to-use and systematic way, also for people with a 
different mother-tongue. 

7 I o uae all available media, including paper (newsl~tter), 
'urnapondence (phone letters) and face-to-face meetings, 

well •• electronic networks. 

8. To natster onaoina activities, projects, etc. in this field. 
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TBE OSE OP CLIENT INPORMATION SYSTEMS IN ISRAEL 

INTRODOCTION 

ENITH-ISRAEL was established in order to promate 
the exchange of information and know-how on the use 
of information technology {IT) within the human 
services. ENITH-ISRAEL memhers include 
representatives from government, universities, 
voluntary organizations and research and policy 
institutions who are interested in the uses of IT 
in the human services. ENITH-ISRAEL meet 
periodically to discuss and implement programs 
which fulfill the goals of ENITH. 

The Ose of Client Information Systems in Israel is 
the third of a series of publications regarding the 
use of information technology in the human services 
in Israel. The first publication, Information 
Technology in the Social Service Departments in 
Israel, appeared in January 1991. The secend 
publication Computer Technology for Children with 
Handicaps, appeared in 1992. The goal of this 
publication is to describe the main developments in 
the use of elient information systems in the 
personal social services in Israel and their 
possible relevanee for personal social services in 
ether countries. 

The auchor of this publication Mr. Jan Steyaert is 
a sociolegist and researcher at the department of 
political and social sciences of the University of 
Antwerp. CUrrently he is also secretary of ENITH 
{European Netwerk for Information Technology in 
Human Services) and board memher of HUSITA (Human 
Service Information Technology Applications) . He 
has researched the use of IT for the Human Services 
and currently focuses on elient information systems 
and ·comparative social welfare statistica. 

The publication begins with a brief description of 
the structure of the Israeli social welfare system. 
Mr. Steyaert then presents a case study of four 
elient information systems. The first case study 
concerns the development of a nation-wide 
information system for the social work departments 
ot Israeli hospitals. This project was carried out 
by Ms. Miriam Cohen of the JDC-Brookdale Institute 
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and Dr. Gail Auslander. The secend case study 
describes an information ayatem for Israeli fester 
care agencies developed by Dr. Rami Benbenishty of 
the Hebrew University School of Social work. The 
third case study ia a presen t ation of a elient 
information system being developed for Israeli 
rehabilitati on centers. The last case study 
describes a decision support system for resource 
allocat i on in the Iaraeli Ministry of Labour and 
Social Affaire. 

I would like to thank Mr. Jan Steyaert for his 
initiative in preparing this publication and for 
making the resulta ot his res earch available to 
ENITH-ISRAEL and to the Belgian Friends of Hebrew 
University for providing Mr. Steyaert with a grant 
which made his research possible. 

Yitzhak Berman 

Directer 
Department of Planning and Social Analysis 
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs 
Jerusalem 
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INTRODOCTXON 

The aim of this text is to describe some of the 
main developments in the use of elient information 
systems in the Israeli personal social services and 
thei: pos~ible relevanee for personal social 
serv1ces 1n other countries. This overview is 
based ~n the numerous p~lications by different 
Israel1 authors on these 1nformation systems and on 
a number of interviews during the spring of 1994. 

The concept of cÎient infor.mation systems refers to 
~ny sys~ematic gathering, processing and use of 
1nformat1on about clients , treatments and outeernes 
It can be oriented towards the practitioner th~ 
managers or policy-makers. Although most ~f the 
ca~e stu~ies in . this text involve computerized 
711ent 1nformat1on systems, it was not the 
1ntention to focus on technology as much as on 
functionality . 

In the first part of the text, the bistorical 
background and the present structure of the I sraeli 
social welfare system isdescribed in order to 
pr~vide the context for the e ther information in 
th1s. text . The secend part provides four case 
stud1es, each o~e o~ them invalving a specific use 
of CIS that 1s 1n some way (withi n Israel or 
compared to ether countries} i nnova tive . These 
case studies include t he hospital social work 
depar~m~nts ~ the fester car e a gencies , the 
rehab1l1~at1on ce~tres and the Ministr/ of labeur 
and Soc1al Affa1rs. In the final sectien the 
findings are discuseed and the rele vanee of so~e of 
the developmen~s for o the r countries outlined. 

BACX9ROUND: TBE ISRAELI SOCIAL WELFARE SYSTEM 

~srael has a large government based social welfare 
1nfrastructure, depending on the National Insurance 
Inst itute for services in cash and the local 
~utho7ities social service departments for services 
~n k1nd. Since 1977, however, the social welfare 
aystem. in Israel has seen many changes. The 
seve~t7es were characterized both by a changing 
coal1t1on government and a declining economy and 
high i~flation. Both elements caused Israel to 
l ook 1nto some of the basic characteristics of the 
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existing social welfare structure. Two issues 
dominate the political debate at this time: the 
future organisation of health care and the 
privatisation of social s e rvices . 

The link between the main health care actor (Kupat 
Holim Clalit) and the Federation of Labour Unions 
(Histadrut) and t he resulting selective access to 
these s ervi ces is under fierce discussion, due to a 
significant shift in merobership characteristics of 
the Histadrut and the resulting economie situation 
of the Histadrut. Many young and healthy persons 
have joined ether sick funds , thus leaving the 
Histadrut with a merobership with less economical 
strength but h i gher health care consumption. 
Political debate now focuses on separating the 
Histadrut and its health care, the Kupat Holim, 
thus making t he latter universally accessible and 
paid for by t he government . This would, however, 
furthe r · weaken the merobership base of the 
Histadrut . The new National Health Law enabling 
this separati on pasee d Kne s set on ~5th of June 
~994 , c reating a health tax of 4.8 % and free 
choice between sick funds. Sick funds would no 
langer be able to refuse to accept per sons who wish 
to j ein . This is likely to weaken the Kupot Holim 
that t e nded to be selective regarding the health 
conditions of new merobers. It would a l so allow 
older and sick merober s of the Kupat Holim Clalit 
(Hi stadrut) to leave t h is sic k fund . During the 
last weeks of the discussions on the bill, however, 
i t became linked to another bill that establishes a 
union tax of 0 . 8 \ on all incomes, even for these 
who are not merobers of a union (paragraph 7~) . The 
implementati on of the National Health Law became 
conditional on the passing of thi s union tax, thus 
securing and probably improving the economie base 
o! the Histadrut. 

Th• privatisation of the social services calls for 
paratien of the function of service purchaser 

••rvice provider, such as i s happening in ether 
rr)p n countries, no tably in Britai n (Community 

Act ) . However, curr ent debate goes well 
41 t h 11 point and inval ves the transfer of 

I •oviaion to f or-pr ofit agencies. Thi s has 
r~curred with the home care services for 

• 1 under the long - term care insurance. law 
td the Knesset in April 1986 and became 

;p r•ational in April 1988. Under the 
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pressure of a growing percentage of very old 
persons (75 years and more) and a shift in 
professional standards, this law was enacted in 
order to expand the existing community care for the 
aged and stabilize the use of the more expensive 
residential care. The services for the 
approximately ten thousand elderly dependent 
persons organized by the local authorities and 
largely provided by Kupat Holim Clalit were 
transferred to a wide range of private 
organisations , most of them for-profit. The 
assessment of needis made by .a team consisting of 
a representative of the local social service 
department, the National Insurance Institute and 
the Ministry of Health, and that team makes the 
decision on what care is needed and which private 
agency will provide it. There is no direct cash 
transfer to the client, nor any 'market-behaviour' 
by him or her. This transfer and its de
stigmatising effect, tagether with out - reach 
activities, more than doubled the nurober of 
recipients of home care. 

The ether aspect of the privatization process is 
the transfer of service provision by the local 
authorities to non-profit agencies, aften organized 
by the same local authorities. The advantage for 
the local authorities lies in more flexibility and 
avoiding tenure contracts with the employees of 
these agencies. 

These developments illustrate a gradual change from 
the values of state responsibility for welfare 
towards values associated with neo-conservatism or 
new right (Karger & Monnickendam, ~992, Doren & 
Karger, ~993). This also shows from the tightening 
of the unemployment benefits regulation. The 
f easibility and benefits of the privatization 
p r ocess and its transformations are, however , not 
s upported by everyone (Doron & Karger, 1993) . 

The local authorities' social services departments, 
tagether with some services provided directly by 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, and t he 
i~creasing number of private organisations 
constitute the basis of present-day Israel i social 
werk . The services organized directly by the 
Mi n i stry include probation services , reaidential 
care for the mentally handicapped and service• tor 
juveni le offenders and delinquent youth . The 
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services of the local social services departments 
include services for children and youth, services 
for the retarded, services for the aged (long-term 
care being organized by the Ministry of Healt~), 
rehabilitation services and general commurnty 
services and social services departments 
activities. These social services departments are 
organised by the local authorities, b~t. are 
financed for seventy-five percent by the M1n1stry 
of Labour and Social Affaire. This Ministry has 
also an extensive regulatory influence on the local 
services. As these social services departments are 
still organized under the ~rinciple o~ local 
responsibility, there is a cons1derable var1ety. as 
to the kinds of services effered in each local1ty. 
The departments total budget showed a significant 
rise during the seventies (from 86 Million NIS to 
210 Million in 1980) but has declined slightly 
since (Kop, 1990) . This decline is c?mpensa~ed for 
by a sharp increase of cas~ benef1~s d~r1n~ the 
same period, although there 1s no 1nst1tut1onal 
link between the two developments. 

The present day thus is characterized by th:ee main 
'systems' in social welfare. There 1s the 
Histadrut, erganizing a major part of the health 
care and day care on a labour-affiliated ?asis 
(although less so than ~n.the past), .the Nat1o~al 
Insurance Institute organ1z1ng the soc1al secur7ty 
and most of the cash benefits and the local soc1al 
services departments erganizing a whole range of 
different social services. Apart from these three 
main actors, there is a whole myriad ?f small 
organisations that are funded by the D1aspora. 
Although they beleng to the Israeli social welfare 
system, they are in no way 7oordinated or part of 
the governmental social pol1cy of Israel. 

T11B USE OP CLIEHT INPORMATION SYSTEKS, POUR CASE 
STUDIBS 

Bath internationally and within Israel, the need 
t C)r elient information systems is bath an old and 

i~•ue . It is old in the sense that ~:o~ the 
nn ng of the welfare services, pr~ct1t1?ners 

here~ an~ proceseed data on the1r cl1ents 
n , , r to provi~e managers and policy makers with 
11rL r mnt ion. Clien t information systems have been 
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brought into focus again because they are part of 
the accountability issue of welfare services and 
the availability of new information technology 
appears to be able to help evereome some of the 
previous limitations. As outlined in the 
introduction, we do not wish to focus specifically 
on the use of the technology in these elient 
information systems. However important this may 
be, our interest goes mostly towards the way 
information and data are gathered, proceseed and 
used by different acters in welfare services. 
These acters include the practitioners, managers 
and policy makers. 

Hospital Social Work 

The first case study to be reported here concerns 
the development and implementation of a nation-wide 
information system for the social werk departments 
of the Israeli hospitals. It was organized by the 
three main acters in health care, the Ministry of 
Health, the Kupat Holim of the Histadrut and the 
Hadassah Medical Organisation. These organisations 
own 97\ of the country's general care beds. The 
project was carried out by the JDC-Brookdale 
institute. The results have been reported in 
several publications (Auslander & Cohen, 1992, 
1993, 1995 andCohen & Auslander, 1995). After an 
initial development phase with pilot projects, the 
information system has now been purchased by nearly 
all Israeli hospital social werk departments. 

The scope of the project is the development and 
implementation of a country-wide information system 
for social werk departments in general hospitals in 
Israel. In its full coverage, this includes 28 
hospitals and about 500 social werkers. 
Information is to be gathered in all social werk 
departments by al~ social workers on all clients. 
As one of the main objectives of the information 
system is to becöme a clinical tool, no methode of 
sampling are being used, nor considered. 
I ntegration with information gathered from ether 
sourees is, however, being considered, specifically 
from hospital reco.ds, insurance records and 
pa tient surveys (Auslander & Cohen, 1993) . 

The aims of the information system are to provi~e 
relevant information to all levels concerne~ with 
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hospital social work, being the service providers, 
the supervisors and the local and national 
management. However, there is a streng focus in 
principal on quality assurance, rather than on 
decision support. 

The procedur~s used in this elient information 
system requ1re social workers to record all their 
interactions with clients/patients on paper-based 
recording forms (providing a paper copy for their 
own file and a carbon copy for data entry) or 
directly onto the computer. While these forms were 
intended to replace all existing case records, 
their adeption for that purpose has been limited : 
Total integration would involve a more advanced and 
comprehensive use of information technology and a 
higher ratio of computers/social werkers, which 
goes well beyend the aims of this project. 
However, the system goes beyend a mere recording of 
quantitative information on clients by including 
narnes and addresses of clients and allowing some 
information to be entered in free-text format. The 
forms are assembled and processed by using a 
uniform computer program run on microcomputers at 
the local hospital social work departments (Cohen & 
Auslander, 1995). This was developed in Magie, an 
Israeli data base program. It allows data-entry, 
printing of case reports, a set of pre-defined 
frequency distributions and extensive queries. 
users can also include information on up to four 
•free' variables, thus allowing for information 
entry and analysis on items particular to certain 
hospitals (e.g. data on Bedouin clients in the 
southern city of Beersheba). Finally, users will 
be able to decide on elaboration of some of the 
classifications used to make them more precise and 
valuable for clinical use. As most of the hospital 
e ocial workis limited to the client/patient's stay 
in the hospital and therefore short-term, there are 
no c onsiderable time gaps between the actual 
provieion of the services and the entry of the 

t This avoids a major cause of unreliability 
n< within ether social services. 

.. tioD gathered eentres around a few major 
(Aul i.nder & Cohen, 1992) 

t h• c·U.ente being served? 
t 11 ychoeocial problems dealt with? 
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What is the extent and nature 
provided? 

of the care 

How do clients reach social workers and to 
which agencies are they referred? 
What is the status of the client.at discharge? 

What are the extents and reasens for discharge 
delays? 

This implies data are gathered on clients (socio
demo~rap~ics~ medical and psychosocial), on 
h?sp1tal1zat1on, on psychosocial care and on 
d1sch~r~e . and • community care. When developing 
class1f1c~t1ons.for the variables, the efforts of 
oth7r cl1ent 1nformation systems for hospital 
soc1al work, mainly from U.S.A., were taken into 
account. These include the HSWIS, ASSIST and SWDB 
~yste~. At the present, the information gathered 
1s ~1nly an~lyzed locally. However, as more 
hosp1ta~s . beg1n to fully utilize the system, 
cent7a11s1ng the data and national analysis becomes 
poss1ble. This would allow social work 
departments: and social werkers' profiles to be 
~enerate~ 1n the near future. This kind of 
1n~ormat1on would generate reference points 
'm1rrors', that could be used by social work 
departments .and individual social workers to 
compare the1r own profile with that of ether 
de~artm7nts of colleagues. The issue of whether 
th1s k1nd of profile-information should be 
a~onymous .or not has not yet been discussed, but 
w1ll certa1nly be on the agenda in the coming 
months. 

The output of this information system is two
layered (~uslander & Cohen, 1992). At first, 
:eports w1th frequency distributions on the major 
~tems are ~rovided: These reports not only provide 
~mportant 1nformat1on themselves, but also are an 
1mport~t incentive to request additional . data 
~~~lys1s and reports, which can then be provided 

1~ two-layered strategy specifically aims t; 
avo1d.an overwhelming stream of data beyend the 
capac1ty of t~e users. A secend intriguing aspect 
o~ th7 hosp1t~l social work information system is 
t .e .1ntroduct1on of protoeels for data use 
Assu~ng the capability of users at service 1 i 
to _use th7 p7ovided information to be ra~~=r 
li~ted, ~1del1ne~ were drafted containing the 
s elected 1ssues be1ng addressed, the data neede d to 
answer them, the data analysis needed to get the 
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necessary information and the plausible responses 
on the service or managerial level (Auslander & 
Cohen, 1992) . This issue is related to the quality 
assurance aim of the system, described hereafter. 

Apart from the scope, procedures, information and 
output of this information systems, two items are 
important to note: the way the system is used for 
quality assurance and the way the issue of data 
reliability is addressed. 

The issue of quality assurance is central to the 
development of the hospital social werk information 
system and involves both the development and 
setting of professional standards for practice and 
monitoring and assessing them by using thresholds 
(Auslander & Cohen, 1993). These standards and 
their assessment are situated on three different 
levels, being the structural level, the level of 
processes and the level of outcomes. On each of 
these levels, the quality of (hospita!) social werk 
needs to be guaranteed in order to accomplish an 
acceptable overall quality level. 

The development and implementation of the 
information system makes the assessment of 
professional standarde possible. On the structural 
level, one such standard guarantees a social werker 
involvement in the hospital abortion committees. 
The information system can match cases where 
abortion is an issue against the actual social 
i.>~Orker in vol vement in these commi t tees, thus 
guaranteeing that the structural standard has been 
followed. On the level of processes, one standard 
requires the social werker to notify the child 
welfare officer of the local authority in case of 
suspected child abuse. Again, the information 
system can match the cases with suspected child 
abuse against these actually notified and issue a 
warning if this was not done. This warning can 
then either lead to a notification of the case, re
assessment of the diagnosis or correction of the 
administrative data. On the level of outcomes, the 
information system can generate reports on delays 
in discharge from hospital and provide· further 
information if this becomes a substantial issue. 
The development of not yet existing professional 
standarde also becomes possible because of the 
intermation system. On the structural level, the 
i ntermation system can e.g. illustrate the wide 
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variety of case leads among social workers and 
provide information on whether this variety is or 
is not linked to population characteristics or 
provided services. On the level of processes, a 
report can be generated on the timelinea being 
involved and the amount of time social workers 
allow befere making their first contact with 
patients. Again, the dissimilarity between social 
workers can be the ground for further data analysis 
and the development of standards . On the level of 
outcomes, e . g. ~nformation on needed aftereare 
services and the waiting lists for them can provide 
vital data for the development of standarde on whom 
to assign which type of aftereare service. 

The reliability of data from social werk 
information systems is also an important issue, 
receiving some attention in the international 
literature. The importance of reliability was 
first clearly stated by J. Harred (1987) when she 
presented her findings of a camparisen between the 
data in clients files and the same data in the 
information systems. The differences were 
asteniehing and alarming as much research and 
policy is based on data from information systems. 
In ether more recent research, these findings were 
confirmed (Barnes, 1993, 1994) . 

The issue of reliability was addressed during the 
development and implementation of the hospita! 
social werk systems (Auslander -& Cohen, 1995). 
During development, reliability was a core issue 
when designing the taxenornies of categories for the 
variables. Categories had to be exhaustive and 
mutually exclusive in order to cover all possible 
occurrences bey9nd doubt. To imprave reliability 
at this stage, relatively gross categories were 
preferred to more detailed lists. This limited the 
rel~vance of the data for clinical usage, but was 
mainly seen as a temporarily phase. Furthermore, 
clear guidelines were defined regarding the 
different levels of reliability in identifying 
clients to be reported on, in reporting on 
variables with high f ace validity and variables 
w~th lower face validity . These guidelines 
included operational definitions, examples to be 
i ncluded as well as examples to be exclu4e4 . Th 
reliability of the information system was telt 
using 'case vignettea' and group 4iacu I m " n 
different recordingsof the 4ata. R 1 i I l I 



regarding case reporting proved to be between 
sixty-five and eighty percent, reliability on items 
with high face validity between seventy and one
hundred percent and on these with low face 
validity between forty-three and eighty-one percent 
for full details, see Auslander & Cohen, 1995) 

Fester care 

The information system for the Israeli fester care 
agencies resulted from the werk .done. by Rami 
Benbenishty of the Hebrew Un~vers~ty. It 
originated from a series of studies on the 
monitoring of interventions at the agency level, 
developed into a comprehensive information system 
for the fester care agencies in Israel and was 
further developed into the 'Integrated Information 
Systems' approach when applicated to fester care 
agencies in Michigan, U.S.A. 

The basic ideas and assumptions in the werk for the 
Israeli fester care agencies can be traeed back to 
a series of research projects in assessing and 
monitoring interventions within the Young Famili7s 
Project of the social services departments ~n 
Jerusalem at the end of the eighties. Results and 
details of this research have been extensively 
reported (Benbenishty, 1988, 1989-a, 1991 . ~nd 
Benbenishty, Ben-Zaken & Yekel, 1991). !n~t~al 
data for this study were gathered during 1986-1987 
and expanded during the following years. The study 
aimed to assess the effect of different treatments 
given to young families t~at came to the social 
services departments w~th a range of problems, 
including financial difficulties, health problems 
(or the effect of), marital difficult~es and 
problems with children. In order to deal w~th these 
families the service providers selected a task
eentred ~pproach that emphasized chang7 behavi?urs 
rather than improving insights and cop~ng behav~our 
(Benbenishty, 1988). The treatment period was 
medium range, ranging from three ~o seven months, 
w th a high rate of interact~ons between the 

rv c providers and the families. 

to monitor and assess the effect of this 
:h, research design was selected that.could 

tporated within daily practice and d~d not 
dditional research resources outside of 

the agency, in order to gather the necessary data. 
The design combined elements of a single subject 
research and group approaches (Benbenishty, 1989a). 
Data were gathered on families under treatment some 
weeks after initia! contact, at intervals of six 
weeks and at the terminatien of the treatment. In 
later replications of the first studies, fellow-up 
data were gathered about nine months after 
treatment termination. Data gathering instruments 
included a socio-demographic questionnaire, 
intervention reports identifying ten basic 
techniques and their use on a scale of 1 to 5, two 
scales (the clinical rating scale and a goal 
attainment scale), the clients' perspective and 
full case reports. Across cases, a uniform single 
subject design was used. Although this urged 
weaker designs to be used (AB-design) , it allowed 
for data aggregation at latter stages. These 
researches on monitoring clinical treatments 
already include at least three basic notions that 
can be found in latter applications. The first 
notion is that of incorporating research activities 
into daily practice, thereby not separating them 
from clinical work. The secend notion is that of 
using a combination of single subject research and 
group research. The third notion is that of 
developing information systems that meet the needs 
of clinical professionals on the agency level, 
rather than the traditional focus on managerial or 
policy information . This notion also derives from 
the traditional approaches on the issue of 
'learning from experience'. These approaches 
either focus on the creation of professional 
knowledge on an academie level, either done by 
research institutes of universities or professional 
organisations, of focus on the individual 
practitioner ~sing single subject research 
methodology. In emphasizing the rele of the 
agency, the notion of the 'learning organisation' 
rath~r than the learning profesaion or learning 
clinician is introduced . This study was 
replicated both within similar settings in 
Jerusalem (Benbenishty, Ben-Zaken & Yekel, 1991) 
and with adaptions in data gathering instruments in 
a different setting of child residential care in 
Michigan (Benbenishty, 1991). 

The basic ideas from the described re•earch 
provided a starting base for the development c t 
clinical information system for fo•t•r . ' n 
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Israel (Benbenishty & Oyserman, 1991) . The main 
aim of the development was to provide the 
professional social werker with an information tool 
that could be integrated in daily practice and make 
possible the monitoring of each case regarding 
clients' characteristics, interventions and 
outcomes. The system was to generate data for 
practitioners, supervisors , regional administrators 
and policy makers, although its main focus is on 
the front-line werker. The data gatbering 
instruments included the bistorical background, the 
background to the current placement, information on 
the current situation, information on the fester 
parents, a report from the teacher, information on 
the biological parents and changes in placements. 
The unit of information gatbering was the 'child in 
placement' . The system's output was situated bath 
on the level of the individual child, providing 
necessary information for service provision, and on 
the aggregated level, providing information for 
management and policy uses. The information system 
was partly computerised but not on an agency level 
because of lack of equipment. Practitioners used 
paper-based farms that were mailed to a central 
processing unit and received output reports within 
days. These reports could be included in the 
client's file. The centralisation of data on 
individual clients allowed for aggregated analysis. 
Once beyend the experimental stage, the information 
system was taken over by the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Affairs and continued in all Israeli fester 
care agencies. 

The experiences and results of bath the earlier 
research and the development of the fester care 
information system have cumulated in the conceptual 
f r amewerk and methodology of the Integrated 
Intermation System, applied in the development of 
an i nformation system for fester care agencies in 
Michigan . It accumulates and refines the approaches 
\1 td in the previous . information system 
I v• lc>pment s. This integrated information system 

r:h is, as a starting point, clinically 
It addresses the information ~eeds of 

nnc a. These needs are situated on three 
b ing monitoring, communication and 

r ()m axperience . Moni tering inval ves 
1 "n >n the current situation of the 

ww k, t hereby including information on 
nt l Vctnt.ion• and outcomes. Communication 
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involves the sharing of information with ether 
agencies, e.g. during referral of clients. The 
learning from experience provides an empirical 
feedback loop on the agency's treatment programs 
and the matching of (sub)populations of clients 
with different interventions. As indicated earlier 
this is situated on the agency's level, rather tha~ 
on the level of the profesaion of the practitioner. 
~he integrated information system approach 
1ntegrated these three levels of information needs, 
as well as integrating the information needs of 
practitioners , managers and policy makers. The 
starting point is, however , the clinician. The rule 
is that 'if you want to harvest the fruits, you 
nee~ ~o tend to the roots' (Benbenishty, 1994). No 
7ff1c1en~ and accu~ate data will be provided by an 
1nformat1on system 1n a professional organisation 
if it does not take into account the needs and 
eest/benefit balance of the professionals. The 
~oftware progra~e developed within this approach 
1ntegrates the d1fferent functions of information 
gather~ng, storage, retrieval , processing and 
report1ng. Each of these functions is extensively 
covered by the programme and integrated in daily 
practice. Assuming a high level of availability of 
computer hardware, it impraves the eest / benefit 
balance for the practitioner by getting rid of some 
of the tedious paper werk imposeà on the agency by 
regulatory and funding organisations. 

Rehabilitation Centre 

Israel has about 18 rehabilitation eentres named 
Keren, providing vocational rehabilitation ~ervices 
fo~ the mentally or physically disabled persons. 
Cl1ents are referred to these eentres by the 
National Insurance Institute , the Ministry of 
Absarptien (new immigrants to the country) or the 
local authorities. The rehabilitation eentres 
assess _the capacities of clients, give the 
appropr1ate vocational training, try to find 
placements after the training and give up to six 
mqnths of support during these placements. During 
training, clients receive some payments for the 
werk being done. The length of treatment is 
between a few weeks up to one year. The total 
number of clients at any time is about 2,000 across 
the country. 
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The elient information system currently being 
developed for the Israeli rehabilitation eentres is 
supported by the Joint Distribution Committee of 
Israel, the Israeli Vocational Rehabilitation Fund 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Affaire and th~ 
Hebrew University. System and software development 
and. implementation is being tested as a pilot 
proJect in the rehabilitation centre of Ashkelon 
(on the Mediterranean coast) in close contact with 
the ether centres. The features of the system and 
progress has been reported by Barak (1993, 1995) 
and Alen & Amara (1993). 

The system, as it is conceptually developed 
con~ists of five different modules. These are th~ 
soc~al worker's module, evaluation module, workshop 
module, management module and the networking. 
Presently, the three first modules have been 
developed as prototypes. The management module 
awaits the development of the real database version 
of the first three modules and will provide the 
management of the rehabilitation eentres with the 
nec7s~a7Y inf?rmati?n to perfarm their planning 
~ct~v~t~7s, ~nclud~ng statistical quantitative 
~nformat~on about the clients, the interventions 
and the outeernes and data on an aggregated level. 
The netwerking module also needs to be developed in 
the near future and will enable access 
(consultation, updating, ... ) to the data from the 
different buildings of the rehabilitation centres. 
These include at least the social werkers' offices 
the evaluation department and the different 
workshops. 

The existing prototype modules centre around the 
social worker's module. This gathers and 
structures all the information about clients from 
the initia! intake until discharge. Information 
includes factual data, checklists, short 
~escriptions and lengthy text reports. An 
~mportant aspect of the checklists where the 
problem of the elient is indicated is its graphical 
representation. One can not only indicate whether 
a problem is present or not, but also to what 
extend. . This is easily done by pulling the graph 
with the mouse. In this way, one of the 
shortcomings of classifications in social werk is 
avoided. The systems support a task-eentred 
approach, by inducing a description of the 
problems, the desired ultimate and intermediate 
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outcomes, the interventions required and the time 
shedule within which these outeernes should be 
achieved. The information systems fellows the 
elient throughout the treatment process and 
requires fellow-up data to be collected. 

The evaluation module provides a tool to collect, 
process and analyze evaluation data ~out the 
client, again by using graphical.presentat~on. The 
use of graphs makes it poss~ble to grasp ~he 
client's problem profile very easy. Evaluat~?n 
takes place during intake, but also at certa~n 
intérvals between treatment and at discharge. A 
wide range of est batteries-is available, allowing 
the testing of different skills for different tasks 
and jobs, such as ~al~ulatin$, proof7eading, 
drafting census interv~ew~ng, t~le sort~ng and 
weighing: The test themselves are not necessarily 
done by use of the computer. The evaluation module 
is more an administration of text results. 

The workshop module is aimed for use in the 
workshops, the actual treatment process. It 
provides a tool to make a goed match between the 
tasks to be performed ~n the workshop and the 
treatment goals of individual clients, as well as 
monitor clients' progress during treatment. 
Throughout the three modules, reports can be 
generated by the information system. These reports 
can be used in the client's file and in the 
placement process with external organisations. 
Aggregated data are not yet available, as the 
management module is still under development. 

Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs 

As outlined in the sectien on the Israeli social 
welfare state, personal social services are 
organized by t~e local authorities through their 
social serv~ces departments. However, these 
services are largely paid for (75%) by the national 
Ministiy of Labour and Social Affairs and highly 
regulated by this ministry. This ministry 
allocates staff and budgets to the approximately 
200 local social services departments. In order to 
make these allocations, three information tools are 
being used, the basic data questionnaire and two 
decision support systems (Berman, 1989, 1993). 
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The basic data questionnaire is a registration of 
eve~ elient who has contact with the social 
serv~ces departments. Since the early seventies 
every elient has been registrated. At present, 
information is available on approximately nine 
percent of the total population of I srael . These 
data include information on the head of the family, 
the ether members of the family as well data on the 
family itself. The information includes indicators 
of the family's problems and the level of 
functioning , in addition to identifying and 
demographic data. These data are gathered through 
the use of paper-based forms used by the local 
social services departments, although it is 
presently shifting towards an on-line system. The 
data are centralised and proceseed by the national 
office of the Ministry of Labour and Social 
Affairs. These basic data are not anonymous, as 
the national identification number of all persons 
is registrered. This number is used on all 
administrative documents and by all public 
organisations . The information of the basic data 
questionnaire is expanded by a database of 
macrodata on all local municipalities, including 35 
variables on different areas such as population, 
standards of living, social services , social 
deviance, community participation and employment 
data (Berman, 1993). 

The first decision support system is used for the 
allocation of staff to local social services 
departments. This allocation is done centrally by 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs since 
1984. As there are less resources than needs, the 
allocation process is under considerable politica! 
pressure from different stakeholders. To prevent 
too much politica! and lobbying influence, a 
decision support system using objective parameters 
and procedures was developed. Two main parameters 
are being used: population size and community 
distress. This parameter in itself cernprises seven 
different variables including the percentage of 
families with more than three children, the 
percentage of the population aged 65 and more, a 
ratio ·of dependence, the percentage of children up 
to 18 years in residential care, a ratio of 
criminality, the local tax percentage and the 
number of cars. For rural communities, the 
distance to the nearest city is also taken into 
account. 
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While developing this decision support system, 
three proposals with different data base and 
different implications on the resource allocation 
were formulated. The first proposal used the 
percentage of the population known to the local 
social service department as main parameter. This 
serves as an indicator for the need of social 
services in the municipalities. The secend 
proposal used the average number of hours service 
provision to clients as its parameter . This 
indicates the severity of the need. Not every case 
has the same implications on budget and staff 
allocations. Therefore, a committee assigned a 
we·ight, an ideal-type number of hours service 
provision to categories of problem situations. By 
multiplying these weights with the number of 
clients faced with these problem situations, a 
parameter of the severity of need of social 
services could be calculated. The third proposal 
use the community distress parameters as its data 
base. Each of these proposals not only has a 
different data base, but also involves different 
policies towards the delivery of personal social 
services (Berman, 1991) : 

Policy 

Short-term 
interventions 

Intensive 
interventions, 
multi-problem 
families 

'OUt-reach', 
target, public 
community based 
services 

Data base 

\ of the population 
known to the 
social service 
departments 

Parameter 

Population that 
receives services 

Average number of Severity of the 
hours of service problem situations 
PFOVision per elient 

Community distress Potential of 
social services 
departments 

FOr the development of this decision support 
system, one could not choose objectively between 
the described proposals. Ba ch of these different 
proposals with their distinguished data base has 
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proposals with their distinguished data base has 
substantially different implications on the 
allocations of the budget and advantages in eertaio 
areas over ethers. The correlation of the budget 
allocation under each of the proposals is 
relatively small, with the implication that 
selecting one of the parameters would make a 
substantial difference to local authorities, 
compared to using ether parameters. These 
correlations were 0.07 between average number of 
hours service provision and percentage of 
population known to the social services 
departments, -0.25 between community distress and 
average number of hours of service provision and -
0.59 between community distress and percentage of 
population known to the social services 
departments. 

Berman (1992) gives an intriguing report on which 
regions defended which proposal, not so much as 
for its intellectual or social policy benefits as 
for their own benefits. The conclusion is that a 
decision support system never can nor should make 
comprehensive decisions, but room should be left 
for policy influence: "the DSS is not 
'representing' an objective situation, and 
therefore is open to pressures of adjustment in a 
political/administrative process to mirror a 
'reality, '" and "ene needs to define a serv~ce 
delivery policy before the manpower allocat~on 
processis implemented". 

The Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs not only 
allocated the staff to the local social services 
departments, but also some seventy-five percent of 
their annual budgets. The traditional allocation 
of these budgets was influenced by factors external 
to social policy, such as bigger local authorities 
being able to rnaintaio a higher profile and 
therefore receiving a disproportional share of the 
budgets. For this reason, · the allocation of the 
budget is now based on objectiv7 ~arameters. ~or 
each social service, three ~nd~cators are be~ng 
used: population that possibly can make use of t~at 
service, population that actually used the serv7ce 
the previous year and a general P?ve:ty and soc~al 
problem indicator. Each of these ~nd~cators gets a 
eertaio weight in the allocatie~ pr?cess: 'thr?ugh 
statistica! analysis (a comb~nat~on of mult~ple 
regreesion analysis and factor analysis), the 
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wei~hts of the respective indicators and specific 
var~ables can ~e ~e~ermined' (Berman, 1991, p. 26). 
A number of s~gn~f~cant elements make this process 
of budget allocation not 100\ bullet proef 
Fi7stly, only ninety percent of the total budget i~ 
~e~~g allocated by use of these objective 
~~d~cat?rs. The ether ten percent can be used 
d7s?ret~onarr br the directer-general of the 
M~n~stry. Th~s ~mplies that not only objective 
data, but also politica! pressure can have its 
effect. ~oreover, ~here is a eertaio flexibility 
fo7 these ~nfluences ~n the determination of the 
we~~h~s of the different variables and indicators. 
Off~~~a~ly, these ~eights are determined by use of 
stat~st~cal techn~ques, but in reality ether 
influences still have an effect as well. 

This information systems for the Israeli social 
services departments is internationally a good 
example of how to decrease the sametimes 
idiosyncratic influence of politicians on 
al~oca~ion processes and increase the influence of 
Ob]ect~ve rules and policy considerations. While 
the system has this substantial benefit on the 
national. ~evel, its strengtbs on the local level 
~y be l~m~~ed. At.the moment, the system is not 
~nte~rated ~n.the da~ly werk of agency directers or 
serv~ce prov~ders, thereby reducing the usefulness 
of th7 data on the operational level. The local 
agenc~es have the function for data gathering and 
data .entrr. This is caused by the 'closed' 
9Uest~onn~~re (no data of local interest can be 
~nclud7d.~n the questio~aire or the software) and 
~he l~m~~e~ outpu~ opt~ons of the software. This 
7s spec~f~cally relevant as the questionnaire 
~ncludes ?nly ~ata on clients characteristics and 
problem s~tuat~ons and does not include information 
on treatments or outcomes. The Ministry of 
L~ou: and Soc~al Affairs does generate and 
d~str~bute 'prof~les' of the social service 
depa7tments agencies which enables the social 
serv~ce depa:tments to interpret one's own data. 
The ~ocal so~~al se~ice departments are encouraged 
to develop ~nformat~on systems for their own use. 
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CONCLOSION 

The four information systems described above are 
definitely net the ones within the Israeli social 
welfare system. Numerous systems are being 
developed er used throughtout the country in the 
different s~cial agencies . One ~ystem specifically 
nothworthy ~s the mental health ~nformation system 
of th7 army. .It consistsof a recording structure 
for ~ntervent~ons and treatments given by the 
mental health services in the army. Information is 
gathered through a machine-readable coding ferm and 
used on the individual level by clinicians (mostly 
psychologists and psychiatrists) and on the 
aggregated level by supervisors and planners. 
However, b7c~use o~ its se~ting within the military 
farces, l~m~ted ~nformat~on is available and no 
visit was possible. 

The aim of this report was te describe some of the 
main developments in the use of elient information 
systems in the Israeli personal social services. 
Re~iewing t~e a~ailable. literature and extending 
th~s by us~ng ~nformat~on from interviews and 
visits, we have described four case studies: 
hospital social werk, fester care, rehabilitation 
eentres and the planning application of the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. These 
systems are net the only ones in use in Israel 
but they are the most important ones and provid~ 
goed examples as te the main features and 
approaches ~f ether systems. These four systems 
also conta~n numerous lessens for similar 
developments in parallel personal social services 
er ether countries. Apart frorn the very apparent 
~essen a~d possible innovation in transferring the 
~nformat~on systems te similar services in ether 
countries (such as is perfectly possible for 
hospital social werk and ethers), two main elements 
of the approaches deserve special mention here. 

First, the heavy focus on the clinical integration 
of intermation systems is surprising and 
noteworthy. Most elient information systems are 
initiated and supported by managers or policy 
makers, rather than practitioners . However, they 
thereby raise questions regarding the valiuity and 
reliability of the data being gathered and 
processed. The shift er enlargement of the focus 
of elient information systems te incorporate the 
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information needs of practitioners is nowhere so 
prominent as in the Israeli cases and provides a 
starting point te evereome the difficulties of 
validity and reliability. This approach stresses 
the fact that no quality aggregated information can 
b7 attained without having the same quality on the 
~~sa~gregated level. Or, as Rami Benbenishty puts 
~t, ~n order te harvest the fruits (aggregated data 
= population level), you have te tend the roots 
(disaggregated data = elient level) . 

The secend importànt lessen te be learned from the 
Israeli cases is the relation between data and 
policy. Data can provide tools te objectify budget 
allocation processes, but only on the condition 
that policy processes have already identified the 
framewerk for service provision. However obvious 
this is after learning about the case of the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs ene can 
almest daily see examples where the' quest for 
accountability in social services induces the use 
of objective parameters, unfortunately without any 
framewerk whatsoever . 
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endnote 1 

The research for this text was made possible by a 
grant from the Belgium Friends of the Hebrew 
university, spring 1994. The author wishes to 
thanks the staff of the Paul Baerwald School of 
social work of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem 
for their great hospitality, especially Gail 
Auslander, Senior Lecturer. 

endnote 2 

Information was gathered through the existing 
publications and a series of interviews with the 
authors and developers/users of elient information 
systems. These included, among ?thers, . Gail 
Auslander, Dorit Barak, Rami Benben~s~ty, Y~tzhak 
Berman, Abraham Doren and Menachem Monn~ckendam. 
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